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B-matroids are a (!3ss of pre-independence
spaces which retain many important propertIes of
indcpttndence spaces. Higgs has shown that an infinite general’zation of the cyc!e matroid of a
finite gr*,>h which admits two-w&y i&Gte paths as circuits need not be a B-mattoid. In this note
it is shown that a similar generalitation of the finste bicircutar marroid es a Jays a B-matroid.

1. Infinite matroids and graphs
The operator approach to infinite mbtroids has Deen examined by Kke [j] andI
Higgs [l-3] and the link between their inT/estigations is discussed in [7f. As far a!;
possible Klee’s terminology will be follo*,ved here ;tnd, where necessary, results of
Higgs will be restated.
Let S be a non-empty set and f be d firnciion from 2”, the power set of S, into 2’.
Then f is an operator on S if and only if the following conditiorrs are satisfied for all
XCYCS.
Ci) X !Z-f(F)*
(ii) f(X) c f[ Y).
If f is an operator
on
S, define
a f2nction
f* by f*(X) =
X U (x : x g f,‘S\(,Y
U x))) for alI X G S, where a one-el,ement subset (x) of S is
denoted x. Then f’* is an operator on S called the dual of f, acid (f*)* = f If T C S
and f7 is defined by f,(X) = f(X) n ?’ for all X f T. then fi ts an operator on T
calted the restrictitm of f to T.
The closure operator of a finite matroid is an operator in the above sense. Such
operators satisfy certain additional conditions including the following, which ho1
for all elements p, x of S and all subsets A, V of 5’:
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n = n

f(
Moreover, (I) and (E:, form a duali pair in the sense that f satisfies
(I) if and only if f’ satislfies (E).
Again, for f an operator on S and >Ca subset of S, X is f-independent
provided
that, for al\ x in X, XE f(X\x); X is f-spannr’ng if f(X) = S and X is an f&se if X
is both f-independent and! f-spanning. An f-circuit is a minimal f-dependetlt subset
of S. The operator prefix in the, above terms will be dropped where ambiguity will,
not arise.
A B-matroid, (2%f ), is an IE-operator f on a non-empty set S such that, for all:
T I:; S, e..rery fr-independent
subset of T is contained in an fT-base. If (5, f) is a
B-rnairoid, then so is (S,f*), the dual of (S, f) [ 11. Although B-matroids :leed not:
have finite circuits, they retain many familiar properties of independente
spaces
(see [B \ and [2]).
This inote will be concerned with <VIE-operators satisfying the further condition:
(C) If p E f(Y) and pe Y, then there is a circuit X contained in Y U p such that

f(f(

p E x.

From [I], if (S, f) is a B-matraid, then j’ is a wIEC-operator on S. The next result [Sj
c)raracterizes wIEC-operators in terms of their collections of circuits. This should
be compared with a similar, more familiar rest;it for independence spaces.
Theorem 1.1.
conditions.

The coilection r

of circuits of a wIEC-operntot

satisfies the following

element of f properly confains nnoi:her.

(1.1)

No

(1.2)

If CI

and CT are in I-‘,p E C,\C2 and q E C, n C2, then there is an element
C, of I’ stcclt that p E C3 G (C, L) C,)\q..
Conversely, if T is Q colkction ofsubsets of S satisfying (1.1) and (1.21, then there is
a unique wIEC-operator on S having .I’ as its colkction of circuits. This operator is
given by
yr(X) = X U {x : x E C C X lJ x for some C irr r)

for all X C S.

If. in the above, every element of r is finite, then the collection 9 of
y,--indepl:ndent subsets of S is an ind,ependence structure on S. Moreover, for all
subsets IY of S, yr(X) is the closure or span (set, for example, [4])of X in (S, S;).
Let G be an infinite undirected graph which we allow to have loops and parallel
edges. We may use Theorem X.1 to I;iefine four wIEC-operators on the edge set
E(G) of G.
Example I 2.

From the %et -ICC(G)of finite cycles of C, we obtain a wIECoperato - yiici, on E(G), dnd, as above, an ividependence structure - the familiar
cycle m,itroid of an infinite graph.
Example 1.3. From the set of subgraphs (of G hcjtneomorphic to one of the graphs
Cat, (b) or (c) in Fig. I, we obtain an independence structure on E(G). This is an
okous
extension of the bicircular matroid of z15nite graph (see [S] or [ti)).
.‘he next two examples generalize the first two by admitting infinite circuits.
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Example 1.4. (see Kke [S] or Miggs 131). If s(C) consists of all finite cycles of G
together with all ?wo-way infinite paths, then y C+7tcli
is a wlEC-operator on E(G).
Exampk t.5. (see Klee [s]). Let 3(G) be the collection 0: +;ubgraphs of G
homeonlorphic to one of the five graphs shown in Fig. 11(where an arrow denotes a
one-way infinite path). Then y 3(U, is a wlEC-oI>erator on f:(G) and (E(G), ydtci,)
wilt be callled the infinitt+bicircukzt matroid of CL

(a)

!b!

t

4

(d 1

t

(e1

Fig. 1.

Wiggs f3j has given an excluded subgraph ch;sracterization of graphs G for which
(E(G), yw(Gj)is a B-matroid, showing further that (E(G). Y,~,~,)is a B-matroid if
and only if yCca, is an IE-operator. These results prompt the questions as to when
yracoais an IE-operator
and when (E(G). yBcr;,‘1is a H-matroid. The main result of
this note answers these questions. (A similar problem was posed by Simdes-Peroira

PI .)
Theorem 1.6. Let i3 be a graph. Then the infinite-bicircufar matroid (E(G), yd&
is a B-matruid.

2. Infhit~bicircular

mat raids and B mat raids

The proof of Theorem
Lemma 2.1.

1.6 will use two lemmas.

Let G be a graph. TRen yafc;, is an IE-operalor on E(G).

Proof. We need only show that y~cc;)satisfies (I). In this proof we shi Ii write y for
ytutL;)and 98 for B(G).
Suppose that X C E(G) and tAat x E y(y(X))\ y(X). Then x E C c y(X) u x
for some C in 3. We distinguish two cases: wtxn C n (y(.K’\\ X) is finite, and u hen
c 17 (y(X)\X)
is infinite. In each case we sha?l get a conta Jdiction, thereby showing
= y(X).
that Y(Y WN YW is empty and hence that v(-#))
If C n iy(X)\X)
is finite and y E C n (y(X)\ ,Y), then, since y E y(X)\ X, there
is an element cl, of ,R such that y E CY61:X U y. NOW y E C i’t CY and x E C’\ Cy,

obtain(.:d from T’ by d4eting the path Ph and inserting the eJge eh for each II in H,
By t:onsoructnon, T is ~Htosindependent.,
amd moreover, if e is an edge of G
joining vertices in diil,tinct components nf the subgraph T, then 7‘ LI e is ydtNjdependent
Let (X : i E 1) be the set of ctrmponents of T and J = (i E I : TI
contains no finite cycle or one-way infinite p:itM. Now recall that ywcc-&!Jjis the
c:tosure of ‘c in the cycle matroid of G &e &kample 1.2). Ifj E J and ydIG,(?!)\T, is
non-empty, then a si~gfe element from yMrG,
(T, )\ T, may he added to T, without
farming a ~B4G,-circui~.For each such i, using the Axiom of Choice, select such an
element fi. Finally let

It is easy to check that B is yje,,,-independent
required, B is a yjlcci,-base containing A.

and ysrC;,qanning;

hence, as,
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